

LABEL CAPTIONS & DESCRIPTIONS
The use of Captions and Descriptions is required.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Identifying Your Work within your site. Even a minimalist portfolio should include captions keyed to identifying the work and concise descriptions. 

The main reason I require descriptions is to actually get you to think about this reasoning prior to going to an interview.  You don’t want to have to think of this or make it up on the spot.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………



INSTRUCTIONS/EXAMPLES

1.) Descriptive Title or Title of Project should be denoted in quotes or italics. 
Eg. Dreamscape -or- Typography Poster

2.) Client Name (if applicable) or Course Name (optional) or remove all together. 
Eg. Wire Magazine -or- Art 202 Digital Imaging

3.) Agency” this may or may not exist, for example you may be doing a project for the client while working for another agency.
Eg. Clarence Lee Design

4.) Software Used (optional)
Eg. Illustrator, Photoshop and Dreamweaver

5.) Description/Design Brief/Role Descriptions are used to provide the viewer with a brief descriptions of the goals for the project or the conceptual design of the piece.  This is intended to be brief, but concise.  Also, in this Area or in a separate area, you may wish to specify what role you played in the project (art direction, illustrations, or programming, especially when working in a group).
Eg. Digital montage featured on the cover of Wire Magazine.  Design concept revolves around idea of skies to give the illusion of floating and essence of dreaming…blah, blah, blah, etc.  Responsible for digital photography and digital manipulation of photographs.

6.) Approximate Year/Date” (optional)
Eg. 2001


---------------------
HOMEWORK
Please revisit your chosen pieces as specified on your site map.  Complete captions and descriptions for each one of the works you will include in your portfolio.  Be consistent in your writing. Keep them brief but concise. Due via email on due date/time.




